Abstract Involved in various neurodegenerative diseases, amyloid fibrils and plaques feature a hierarchical structure, ranging from the atomistic to the micrometer scale. At the atomistic level, a dense and organized hydrogen bond network is resembled in a beta-sheet rich secondary structure, which drives a remarkable stiffness in the range of 10-20 GPa, larger than many other biological nanofibrils, a result confirmed by both experiment and theory. However, the understanding of how these exceptional mechanical properties transfer from the atomistic to the nanoscale remains unknown. Here we report a multiscale analysis that, from the atomistic-level structure of a single fibril, extends to the mesoscale level, reaching size scales of hundreds of nanometers. We use parameters directly derived from full atomistic simulations of Aβ (1-40) amyloid fibrils to parameterize a mesoscopic coarse-grained model, which is used to reproduce the elastic properties of amyloid fibrils. We then apply our mesoscopic model in an analysis of the buckling behavior of amyloid fibrils with different lengths and report An important implication of our results is a severe reduction of the effective modulus due to buckling, an effect that could be important to interpret experimental results of ultralong amyloid fibrils. Our model represents a powerful tool to mechanically characterize molecular structures on the order of hundreds of nanometers to micrometers on the basis of the underlying atomistic behavior. The work provides insight into structural and mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils and may enable further analysis of larger-scale assemblies such as amyloidogenic bundles or plaques as found in disease states.
Introduction
Amyloid fibrils and plaques are directly related to many neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer's disease (AD) [1] and Parkinson's disease [2] . They generate from the conversion of a large number of different proteins from their native functional and soluble state to a highly stable configuration, characterized by a cross-beta geometry and stabilized by a dense network of hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) [3] . This conversion implies the dramatic loss of both solubility and functionality of the proteins. On the other hand, the amyloids, which in a first stage appear in the form of fibrils, show remarkable mechanical properties, including high elasticity, stiffness and resistance [4] [5] [6] that render them good candidates as new novel nano-bio-materials. The beta-rich secondary structure of the fibrils correspond to a first level of hierarchical organization that many other materials in nature, including silk, bone and hair [7] , feature ( Fig. 1) . Recent progress in solid state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (ssNMR) experiments has provided information on the amyloid core atomistic structure [8] , which consists of parallel beta-sheets stacking in register and stabilized solely by the H-bond network. One or more fibrils arrange to form a protofilament [9] [10] [11] and the assembly of multiple protofilaments results in morphologies ranging from twisted rope-like structures to flat-tapes with nanometer-scale diameters [12, 13] . This hierarchical organization ( Fig. 1) suggests that the observed properties at the macroscale might directly depend on the interactions and structural details at the atomistic level. In particular, the transfer of the mechanical properties of amyloids through different levels of organization remains unknown and critical to the understanding of the tunable aspects of amyloids, as well as possible candidates for application in nanotechnology. Here we focus on the amyloid fibrils formed by Aβ (1-40) peptide, which is one of the most abundant species found in AD brain tissue [14] . These fibrils have been fully investigated both theoretically [15] [16] [17] and experimentally [4, [18] [19] [20] , revealing the intriguing mechanical properties (elasticity, sturdiness [4] [5] [6] 21] and self-healing capacity [22] [23] [24] [25] ) that amyloids show regardless of their chemical structure [4] .
Recent results of atomistic simulations that investigated the mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils have revealed the key structural rearrangements (such as a twist-stretch coupling) during loading which are responsible for the high stiffness and strength [6, 21] . The same investigation at the mesoscale fibrillar level becomes computationally unaffordable given the incredibly high number of atoms and corresponding interactions that should be taken into account. We propose an atomistic informed coarse-grain model that provides an efficient method to simulate and investigate systems Fig. 2 Schematic of the general steps in the development of the mesoscale model for Aβ (1-40) amyloid fibrils. Although the atomistic and molecular structure of the fibrils is known, simulation and computational investigations are limited to relatively short fibrils. A mesoscopic formulation is proposed, maintaining elastic behavior for uniaxial strain and bending. A full atomistic "test suite" is applied via MD, characterizing the required mechanical behavior for the mesoscale model, such as axial stiffness and bending rigidity. From the results of the MD simulations, energy equivalence is imposed to parameterize the free variables of the coarse-grain potentials in a "finer-trains-coarser" approach. Finally, to verify and validate the mesoscopic model, simple coarse-grain simulations are undertaken to ensure consistent mechanical behavior and model stability under various load and boundary conditions with length scales beyond the capacity of the full atomistic simulations, and in particular the characterization of the successive levels of organizations. The general steps of our multiscale approach are schematically represented in Fig. 2 .
A full atomistic "test suite" is applied via molecular dynamics (MD), characterizing the required mechanical behavior for the mesoscale model, such as axial stiffness and bending rigidity. From the results of the MD simulations, energy equivalence is imposed to parameterize the free variables of the coarse-grain potentials in a "finer-trains-coarser" approach. Finally, to verify and validate the mesoscopic model, simple coarse-grain simulations are undertaken to ensure consistent mechanical behavior and model stability under various load and boundary conditions. This tool could reveal very useful information on the perspective of the fabrication of amyloid-based materials with controlled geometries and mechanical properties, which is a promising endeavor [26] . Supplementary to such synthesis efforts, coarse-grain computational approaches can provide an efficient means to investigate potential amyloid fibril structures, indicating possible systems and configurations that warrant experimental and physical realization.
Due to such prevalence, there is a strong motivation to provide an accurate account of the material properties from the bottom up, a key issue in tuning the properties of amyloid fibrils for biomedical and engineering applications. Here, we address this issue and focus on the bottom-up development of a mesoscopic bead-spring model, parameterized to represent individual amyloid fibrils. We then proceed to apply our model to characterize the mechanical properties of fibrils, including the buckling behavior and length dependence, to illustrate the scales unattainable by traditional MD methods. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mesoscopic model developed to extend the computational analysis of amyloids at larger scales and to higher levels of the materials' organization.
Materials and methods

Full atomistic characterization
A "fine-trains-coarse" multi-scale approach is implemented to develop a mesoscale model derived solely from full atomistic calculations. A series of full atomistic calculations of mechanical test cases (test suite) is implemented via classical MD to derive a simplified set of parameters to describe the fibril behavior. Relatively simple atomistic simulations are used to isolate a single molecular behavior, mimicking physical material specimen tests. As an analogy, such multiscale model transitions can be compared to the parameterization of atomistic force fields by detailed quantum mechanical methods. It is possible to derive the force constant parameters used in full atomistic models from first principle quantum mechanical calculations [27] . The direct application of quantum mechanical results to large macromolecular systems (such as proteins) is not yet feasible because of the large number of atoms involved. As a logical extension, we analyze the results of full atomistic simulations and implement them in the fitting of mesoscopic coarse-grain potentials. The exact distribution and details of individual amino acid interactions are lost, but the behavior of the molecular structure in its fibril geometry is maintained.
The Aβ amyloid fibrils consist of layers composed of two β-units stacking in register along the fiber axis [18, 28] . Each layer is not covalently bonded to the others, and the overall fibril is stabilized by the dense H-bond network characteristic of the β secondary structure. A recent experimentally validated theoretical model provides the structure of fibrils and fibers at the atomistic resolution, and thereby allows the mechanical characterization through computational tools [6, 21] with results in good agreement with the experimental findings [4] . A 20 layer fibril is used here as the basis to develop parameters for the coarse grain representation. The choice of a 20 layer fibril is justified by recent theoretical predictions showing that the geometrical, chemical and energetic properties of fibrils of this length can be extended to any size scale [17] .
The atomistic test suite used here consists of tensile and compressive loading, to determine uniaxial deformation behavior [6] . Based on this analysis, the results of the full atomistic simulations investigating the mechanical behavior of the Aβ (1-40) amyloid fibrils [6] are reported in Fig. 3 . The mechanical response of a 20 layer amyloid fibril is analyzed under both compressive and tensile loading applying a constant force in the direction of the fibril axis on all the alpha carbon atoms composing the top layer of the fibril, while the bottom of the fibril is fixed. An increase of stiffness is observed in both compression and tension [6] . Although the nonlinear behavior is a result of complex atomistic interactions, it is a trivial simplification to integrate the desired effect into the coarse-grain potential. We can determine Young's modulus either directly from stress-strain results, or indirectly via force-displacement results, depending on the output and sophistication of the full atomistic simulation
where σ and ε are the stress and strain, F and L are the force and displacement, and A c = b × h and L 0 are the cross-sectional area (assumed constant, Fig. 4c ) and initial length, respectively. The stress-strain behavior of Aβ (1-40) amyloid fibril under tensile and compressive loading shows an increase of the Young's modulus from 2.34 GPa (for less than 0.168% strain in compression and 0.266% strain in tension) to 12.43 GPa for compression and 18.05 GPa for tension [6] . Other full atomistic simulations have been performed to study the mechanical response of these fibrils under bending loading (data not shown). A typical three point bending experiment is performed fixing the alpha carbon atoms composing the top and bottom layers and a constant force is applied on the alpha carbon atoms composing the central layer, in the direction perpendicular to the fibril axis. The corresponding force-displacement curve provides an evaluation of the bending stiffness EI of 2.17×10 −26 N m 2 and the corresponding elastic modulus results to be 1.98 GPa, which is in agreement with the previous values for small range deformations and experimental measurements [4] [5] [6] .
Mesoscale model parameterization
The nanoscale dimensions of this material in ranges from a few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers and micrometers require the development of coarse-grain mesoscale models beyond the capacity of traditional continuum and structural mechanics. Mesoscopic "bead-spring" methods have been proven a viable approach to simulate arrays of carbon nanotubes [29] [30] [31] as well as graphene assemblies [32] .
The intent of the model developed and applied here is to extend the time-and length-scales accessible to atomistic simulations to enable the simulation of large-scale multiamyloidogenic structures. Although the model reported here is parameterized for the Aβ (1-40) amyloid [6, 21] , it could potentially provide an efficient means to investigate the mechanical properties of similar fibrous systems at both meso-and micro-scales, such as fiber materials and nanoscale fabrics. The fundamental principle underlying the parameterization of a coarse-grain representation is the assertion of energy conservation between full atomistic behavior and coarse-grain potentials. Thus, energy equivalence is imposed between potential energy functions and relevant atomistic results. The basis of the formulation of the energy functions, either through elastic strain energy, deformation energy, adhesion energy, or other techniques, essentially defines the accuracy and behavior of the representative coarse-grain system. The mesocale model is represented by a function of the total energy of the system (E system ) resulting from two different contributions: E bonds , the energy stored in the chemical bonds due to axial deformation, and E angles , the energy due to bending. It is expressed as
The axial and bending contributions to the total energy are calculated by a sum over all pair-wise (distance) and triple (angular) interactions in the system, respectively. We proceed to outline the derivation of each potential and the corresponding parameterization.
Axial stiffness
The axial potential, E bonds , effectively represents uniaxial deformation (Fig. 4a) . At the atomistic scale, there can be many contributions to such a simple mechanical process (such as breaking of hydrogen bonds or solvent friction during molecular stretching). Here, we homogenize such fluctuations to a single mesoscopic behavior, and apply energy equivalence between the coarse-grain potential and the observed strain or deformation energy of the full atomistic system, letting
and
where r is the bond distance, φ b (r ) is again the coarse-grain potential, and U (ε) is the elastic energy function for the mechanical response. It is an underlying assumption of the model that the response of the full atomistic system is accurately described by the energy function, U (ε). The choice of the strain or deformation energy function is dependent on the system to be coarse-grained: we apply a bilinear elastic model for uniaxial stretching, due to the form of the full atomistic results [6] . To equate with φ b (r ), we must formulate U as a function of r . For axial stretching, this requires the formulation of strain as a function of bond length, ε(r ). Assuming elastic-isotropic behavior, we can define strain energy as
with r 0 being the bond equilibrium distance. For the integration over the volume, V , we assume a constant cross-section, A c , such that V = A c r 0 , define strain, ε = r/r 0 , and stress, σ = Eε. We note that we utilized the full atomistic simulations to determine Young's modulus specifically to allow this formulation of strain energy in our parameterization. Caution must be taken not to overextend the significance of the atomistic to continuum equivalence. Here, we only use Young's modulus to characterize the work required to stretch our atomistic model and thus train the coarse-grain potential. It is not implied that amyloidogenic fibrils can be suitably modeled by elastic formulations. Indeed, unlike the Young's modulus of elastic isotropic materials, the modulus determined by atomistic simulation can differ depending on system properties, atomistic force field, boundary conditions, and loading rates [33] .
The total bond energy of the coarse-grain system is given by the sum over all bonded interactions as in Eq. (3a). For axial stretching a simple harmonic spring is used to determine the energy between all bonded pairs of particles in the system, given by
with k b as the spring constant related to the distance r . We assume each linear regime can be approximated using the equivalent elastic strain energy and utilize the determined Young's modulus from full atomistic simulations to allow the formulation of strain energy and an equivalent k b . The contributions φ b to the bonding energy can be written as follows
This function allows us to model the changes in the elastic properties during the deformation. The parameter k i b represents the spring constant relative to the strain range i (the superscribts meaning c = compression, t = tension, s = small deformations). For equivalent energy and consistent mechanical behavior, we let φ b (r ) = U (r ) and find
where E i indicates the effective Young's modulus to account for the nonlinear regimes. Using the Young's moduli (E i ) listed above, the spring constants are k c b = 138.216 N/m, k s b = 26.002 N/m and k t b = 200.719 N/m. For the model, a bead comprises three layers and it is assumed that each has a constant cross section area A c = 14.1432 nm (Fig. 4c) and is set at a distance r 0 = 1.271 7 nm from its nearest neighbors [6] . From the full atomistic data, values of the distances corresponding to an increase of stiffness in both tension (r t stiff ) and compression (r c stiff ) are calculated by considering a stiffness change at 0.266% strain in tension and 0.168% strain in compression. The critical distances are r t stiff = 1.275 0 nm and r c stiff = 1.269 5 nm.
Bending stiffness
For the angle potential, E angles , the bending stiffness and force-displacement behavior are required (Fig. 4b) . The potential is intended to reflect the bending rigidity (or bending stiffness) of the amyloid fibril. Here, we approximate the bending rigidity of an amyloid fibril by formulating the behavior as equivalent to Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, commonly applied to biological filaments and nanostructures.
Again, such an assumption is not intended to imply the fibril behaviors identically to classical beam deflection, but rather a means to approximate the elastic energy of bending deformation. We proceed to apply energy equivalence between the coarse-grain potential and the idealized bending strain energy of the full atomistic system, letting
where d represents the bending displacement and θ the bending angle between three particles relative to the equilibrium angle, θ 0 = 180 • . From the results, we can determine the bending stiffness of the molecule, which we label EI. The bending energy is given by a sum over all triples in the system as Eq. (8a). For bending a rotational harmonic spring potential is used to determine the energy between all triples of particles in the system
with k t as the spring constant related to the bending angle θ . Again, using the equivalent elastic energy, we utilize the bending stiffness, EI, from full atomistic results to allow the formulation of elastic energy and an equivalent k t . It has been shown that the shear contribution can affect the bending behavior of such beta-sheet filament structures [34] , requiring Timoshenko-type beam-deflection theories [35] to accurately capture the force-displacement behavior. However, the intent of the mesocopic formulation applied here is specifically to extend the length-scale of the modeled amyloid fibrils in which the classical beam theory is deemed suitable.
Computationally, the angle potential computes restoring forces to be applied to each particle involved in the angle triple interaction. The restoring forces act normal to the direction of the bond, essentially reproducing three-point bending conditions. From Euler-Bernoulli theory
with P corresponding to the applied bending load on the fibril. Using the equivalent elastic energy [36] , the work due to bending can be expressed as
For small deformation, θ − θ 0 ≈ 2d/r 0 , and letting
and it results to be 6.08 × 10 −17 J, using a moment of inertia of I = 110, 070.81 × 10 −40 m 4 [6] and a Young's modulus (E) and equilibrium spacing (r 0 ) previously determined. It is noted that based on the resulting bending stiffness, the persistence length of the amyloid fibrils is estimated to be larger than 6 µm [6].
Bead properties
Assuming a homogenous distribution of mass in the molecular model, the corresponding mass can be calculated by the summation of the masses of all the atoms composing the three included layers (30, 940 .98 g/mol). The "fine-trains-coarse" approach eliminates the reliance on empirical parameter tuning. From atomistic simulations using scales of femtoseconds and Angstroms, a set of mesoscopic parameters was derived as outlined above. The resulting mesoscale model enables modeling of the dynamics of systems of ultra long amyloid fibrils over time scales approaching microseconds, facilitating a bridge between atomistic theory and simulation of actual physical experiments. The mesoscopic model for fibrils can be defined by four parameters: k i b , r 0 , k t and θ 0 . The results from the above atomistic simulations are used to determine the parameters via equilibrium conditions (r 0 , θ 0 ) and energy conservation (k i b , k t ). Because of the use of a multi-scale approach, the atomistic behavior and intramolecular interactions are maintained, thereby providing a necessary intermediate step reconciling the gap between atomistic and continuum theory.
The mesoscale model is implemented in the massively parallelized code LAMMPS (http://lammps.sandia.gov/) and the results presented here have been carried out on a single CPU Linux workstation. The force field is modified introducing multi-linear harmonic bond potentials as previously described. We note that since the basis of the model is atomistic simulation, the multi-linear spring constants implicitly take into account the effects of solvent and molecular friction, while additional parameters for viscosity and other effects are not considered here. The LAMMPS code has been extended to take into account the variation of the elastic properties with the deformation as discussed. The parameters calculated as described above are summarized in Table 1 .
Results and discussion
Model validation
Once the coarse-grain potentials are developed, validation of the coarse-grain model is a necessary step to assure an accurate representation. The primary basis for validation is through a direct comparison to full atomistic simulations. Such an approach may seem counterintuitive, redundant and/or self-serving, as the coarse-grain potentials were developed from such simulation results. However, the "test suites" applied were intended to result in a single behavior/response for each coarse-grain potential. The full coarse-grain representation can possibly involve the interaction and/or coupling of individual potentials. The combination of two behaviors (bending and stretching for example) must be explored to justify the coarse-grain model. Relatively simple validation simulations can be designed, combing multiple system behaviors, and a one-to-one comparison made between full atomistic and coarse-grain results. Coarse grained amyloid fibrils, with length of about 24 nm are built and mechanical tests are performed to validate our mesoscale model. In particular, both tension and compression loading are carried out fixing one of the tails of the fibrils (as represented in Fig. 5a ) and imposing a velocity of 1 m/s to the bead constituting the other tail. The plot reported in Fig. 5b illustrates the mechanical response in both compression and tension, showing a very good agreement with the atomistic results (Fig. 3) for both the profile of the curve and the found Young's moduli in the three regimes (small deformation, compression and tension large deformations). Due to limitations of full atomistic simulations, such validation is restricted to component-level behavior in which the coarse -grain model is specifically developed to circumvent. If available, secondary support and model validation is found in experimental data. Experimental techniques such as nanoindentation or atomic/chemical force microscopy (AFM/CFM) can directly probe materials at the mesoscale and determine system level characteristics and mechanical properties. The development of coarse-grain models is intended to elucidate such system-level behavior and thus correlation with experimental results is essential. Reciprocally, an accurate coarse-grain model can serve to validate and support experimental results. The full atomistic simulations and the subsequent studies at the mesoscale level generates elastic constants, which are in the same range of the experimental data, which reported a Young's modulus for the amyloids in the range 10-20 GPa [4] .
The mesoscale settings take into account the elasticity and the stiffness driving the general behavior of amyloids and can be used to study systems with variable complexity, order and size. A developed coarse-grain model can only reflect the behavior included in their governing potentials and associated parameters, and consequently, the source of such parameters typically determines the accuracy and utility of the coarse-grain model.
Mechanical properties under compressive loading
We now use the model to investigate the dependence of the mechanical behavior under compressive loading, as a function of the length of the amyloid fibril. In Fig. 6 , compressive stress-strain curves of single amyloid fibrils with lengths of 38.2 nm (Fig. 6a ) and 62.3 nm (Fig. 6b) are depicted. In both cases, the occurrence of buckling is accompanied by a sudden change of the stress-strain profile following an initial linear elastic regime. As shown in Fig. 6 , longer fibrils experience larger fluctuations during compression. The buckling of shorter fibrils requires a higher critical stress σ buckl , while b Application of mechanical boundary conditions. In the computational experiments, a constant displacement rate is applied to one of the fibril tails, while the other is pinned but free to rotate it occurs at lower values in longer fibrils. Thus, the buckling process implies an apparent softening of the fibrils due to the fluctuations occurring during loading. Figure 7 shows a systematic analysis of the buckling stress measured for amyloid fibrils with lengths in the range of 10-125 nm. A compressive constant velocity of 1 m/s is applied to one of the two tails, previously shifted by an imposed eccentricity of 1% of the fibril length, in the direction perpendicular to the fibril, while the other tail is fixed (boundary conditions shown in Fig. 7b ). The simulations are performed until the occurrence of buckling is confirmed. The same analysis on longer fibrils is limited by the onset of large fluctuations of the structure during compression, which makes the analysis of the corresponding stress-strain plot increasingly difficult.
On the basis of beam theory, the critical buckling stress can be defined as
where the parameter α denotes the effective length scaling factor based on the boundary conditions of the buckling mode. The moment of inertia I , and cross-sectional area A c are estimated from the atomistic model (Fig. 4c ) described in [6] . The data reported in Fig. 7a show a comparison between the theoretical predictions and the simulation results of the critical stress, revealing a reasonable agreement between the two sets of data and confirming the validity of the presented mesoscale model. The extension of the model to describe longer fibrils could be implemented in future works. Given the computational cost associated with our model it could directly simulate amyloid fibrils close to their persistence length (in the range 6-48 µm for amyloid fibrils [6] ). This could be interesting to study the interplay of different deformation and failure mechanisms.
Conclusion
The proposed mesoscale model allows the investigation of large systems that otherwise could not be studied using full atomistic simulations. Despite the level of approximation and the loss of the atomistic details and of the molecular interactions, the mechanical behavior can still be described well at larger scales. The validation of the mesoscale model and the agreement of the mechanical response of coarse grained systems with the results of full atomistic simulations not only demonstrate the correctness of our approach, but also show how the transfer of the information from the atomistic to the mesoscopic level can be used to investigate systems reaching lengths of several hundreds of nanometers. The buckling analysis presented in this paper can be used to complete a systematic mechanical characterization of the amyloid single fibril with varying length. The good agreement with the beam theory results (as shown in Fig. 7) shows that the introduced approximations in the coarse-grained model do not affect the validity of the analysis, despite the extreme simplicity of the model, which implies only two contributions (axial stretching and bending stiffness). A further development of the model would extend to the adhesion energy involved in the interactions of different fibrils or of different parts of the same fibril and would allow the analysis of amyloid bundles, protofilaments and plaques. This analysis is left to future work. Moreover, the observation of the size dependence of the fibrils mechanical response under compressive loading might suggest new experimental studies and shed light on the mechanical properties of long fibrils, which must be carefully investigated noting the described mechanisms such as buckling. Specifically, our model provides insight into the structural and mechanical properties of amyloid fibrils approaching the length of a few hundred of nanometers and might therefore enable further analysis of large-scale assemblies, such as amyloids bundles or plaques (for a visual representation of these scales, see Fig. 1 ). Despite the simplicity of the formulation and the high level of approximation, this approach holds the potential to describe the mechanical behavior of the fibrils at ultra-large scales and thus opens a novel perspective of a systematic theoretical study of amyloid aggregation for both advanced applications in nanotechnology and the improvement of the understanding of the interactions between large amyloid plaques and cells composing soft tissue (e.g. neuron cells). Future work could include studies of the effect of compression velocity, the influence of the twisted geometry of amyloid fibrils, the role of local defects as well as the effect of thermal fluctuation on the compressive properties of amyloid fibrils.
